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As much as I dislike the chickens on our farm, I love my bees. Do they sting? Of course they sting. The 

s a  is a ild a i al. But afte  a fe  pai ful ea s I’  o lo ge  a ha -handed goofball with my hives, 

and a morning spent in sync with this amazing animal is never a bad morning. Not only are bees low 

maintenance, not only do they pay a wonderful rent, but they demonstrate a genius and an optimism — 

the e’s just o othe  o d fo  it — that makes me feel more creative and alive. 

The Connecticut winters are tough, though. I do what I can to support the bees, which is mostly just 

building a wind break with bales of straw, making sure that the hive stays ventilated enough to prevent 

water vapor condensation, and preventing mice from taking up residence. That and avoiding original sins 

like poo  hi e pla e e t o  olle ti g too u h e t. But ulti atel  it’s a attle et ee  the a i al a d 
Mothe  Natu e. It’s up to the  to su i e. O  ot. 

Ho e ees do ’t hi e ate u le ees do, ut hi e olo  ees do ’t , a d the  a ’t fly south for the 

winter. To survive a Northern winter, bees change the composition of the swarm by shrinking the overall 

population, caulking the hive, getting rid of the deadweight males (i.e., ALL of the males), and laying just 

enough eggs to preserve a minimal survivable population through the winter and into spring. They cluster 

together in the center of the hive, keeping the queen in the center, shivering their wings to create kinetic 

energy, occasionally sending out suicide squads to retrieve honey stores from the outer combs. They 

lower their metabolism by creating a cloud of carbon dioxide in the hive. Yes, a carbon dioxide cloud.  

http://www.epsilontheory.com/pecking-order/
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All of this preparation takes time. To survive winter, the swarm starts to change its behaviors — from 

brood patterns to pollen collection to comb creation — not when the weather starts getting cold, but in 

the middle of summer when the dog days of August are still in front of us. And not just on some random 

date, but on a completely predictable day.  

In 2018 my bees will begin to prepare for winter on Friday, June 22nd.  

Why? Because bees can easu e the a gle of the su ’s a s. They can remember this from one day to the 

next. Whe  toda ’s idda  su  is e e  so slightl  lo e  i  the sk  tha  este da ’s idda  su , a ee ill 
know it. And the entire colony will begin to change. 

Bees recognize the f eaki ’ su e  solsti e with as much accuracy as any human civilization ever did.  

See? Genius. But e’ e just getting started.  

When bees act on their awareness of the summer solstice, they are trading a derivative. And they 

expertly manage the basis risk of that trade. 

Huh? Time out, Ben. What are you talking about?  

A derivative, in the broadest sense of the word, is something that’s elated to so ethi g else ou a e 
about the u de l i g , but for whatever reason you choose to interact with the derivative-something 

rather than the underlying-something. For humans, you might care about the stock price of company XYZ, 

so that’s the u de l i g, ut ou thi k so ethi g o e tous is goi g to happe  to the o pa  three 

months from now, so you interact with a derivative on the stock, in this case a three-month option 

contract. For bees, the thing they truly care about is how cold it gets, so from their perspective the 

temperature is the underlying and the sunlight angles are the derivative thing that they analyze and 

interact with. In truth, of ou se, it’s the tilt of the Ea th’s a is and the resultant sunlight angles that cause 

seasonality and temperature changes, so a curmudgeonly eade  ight a u atel  sa  that a tuall , it’s 
the te pe atu e that’s the de i ati e he e, ut I t ust e’ e all ope -minded enough to take a ee’s e e 
view of the world for the duration of this note. 

Why do bees take their behavioral cues from sunlight angles rather than temperature change directly? 

Because the algorithm for predicting seasonality — IF (maximum incident angle of sunlight today < 

maximum incident angle of sunlight yesterday), THEN (prepare for winter) — is enormously simpler, more 

predictive, more timely, and less volatile than any sort of temperature time-series analysis, or at least any 
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temperature time-series analysis available to bees and pre-weather satellite humans. The genius (and 

fatal flaw) of bees and humans is their ability to create complex social systems on the basis of simple 

algorithms like this. Modern computing systems of the Big Data sort have a very different type of genius. 

Hold that thought. 

But fi st let’s ake su e e u de sta d hat basis risk ea s, a d h  it’s The Most Important Thing to 

u de sta d he  ou’ e deali g ith de i ati es. Basis  is the elatio ship et ee  the de i ati e a d 
the underlying, and so basis risk is how bad things could get if the relationship between derivative and 

u de l i g is ’t as tight as ou thought it as. For bees, basis risk takes the form of cold weather coming 

sooner or later than normal. Shrinking the colony like clockwork based on the summer solstice works great 

if the first big freeze comes in November, not so well if you get a big snow in mid-October. 

The key to managing basis risk is to keep your risk antennae (literally antennae when it comes to bees) 

focused on how well the derivative thing is tracking with the underlying thing. You need to watch the 

correlation. So to manage their basis risk, bees are also sensitive to temperature (the underlying) and all 

of the other derivative things related to changing temperature, like flower bloom patterns or prevailing 

winds. Nothing will totally override the summer solstice trade (even tropical bees make some small colony 

adjustments based on seasonality), but bees are adaptive investors, able to accelerate their winter 

preparation if cold weather comes early or delay it if cold weather comes late. Efficient management of 

basis risk is a balancing act between sticking with the original trade and adapting your behavior to 

changing correlations ou do ’t a t to istake a  I dia  “u e  fo  sp i g! , ut that’s the eaut  of 
evolution — billions of bee colonies over millions of years have lived and died and reproduced to naturally 

select the combination of hard-wired nervous system algorithms that allows honeybee species to thrive 

across a wide range of ecosystems and a wide range of seasonal weather variations.  

But it’s o l  a a ge. Bees a ’t li e i  as ide a a ge of e os ste s and weather variations as, say, ants. 

I dou t the e’s a bee colony on Earth that can survive six months straight of sub-50 degree weather. If 

ou’ e a ee olo  a d ou’ e o ed that fa  o th a d that’s the magnitude of your downside basis 

isk, it eall  does ’t atte  ho  a azi g ou a e i  ou  sola  de li atio  al ulatio s … ou’ e ot goi g 
to ake it. Ma e ou get lu k  fo  a ouple of ea s, ut if it’s possible that you could have four or five 

months of harshly cold weather, then sooner or later that severe basis risk catches up with you. This is a 

asis isk that ou a ’t i su e agai st, that ou a ’t hedge agai st ith e t a p epa atio  o  p e autio . 
It’s a  u a agea le asis isk. For most of North America, though, even pretty far up into Canada, cold 

weather is a manageable basis risk, pa ti ula l  if ou’ e got a eekeepe  a le to le d a helpi g ha d. 

“o eti es the ees ill get a ad oll of the eathe  di e a d ou’ll lose a hi e to basis risk, but it does ’t 
threaten the species. 

Species risk comes into play when you get a major climactic event that lasts for a long time in terms of a 

colony’s lifespa  ut ot lo g at all i  te s of e olutio , ge eti  utatio , a d atu al sele tio . Like, 

say, what if spring no longer followed winter? What if it snowed in August and flowers bloomed in 

http://www.epsilontheory.com/notes-from-the-field/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/notes-from-the-field/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/notes-from-the-field/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/i-know-it-was-you-fredo/
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January? What if winter disappeared for a decade? What if it lasted 

that long? What if your weather basis risk was unknowable, as in Game 

of Thrones? Even a short Westerosi winter of a couple of years would 

kill every bee colony on the continent, hi h is h  I do ’t thi k I’ e 
ever seen a bee hive on Game of Thrones. [H  … I’ e just ee  
informed by Grand Maester Guinn that o e of the Ba atheo  assal 

houses of the Reach is House Beesbury, with a family seat of 

Honeyholt and a family motto of Beware Our Sting.  “igh. You see 
hat I ha e to put up ith? Oka , e’ll stipulate that Do ish latitudes 

are safe. But The North is no place for bees when winter comes!] 

This is basis uncertainty, he e ou’ e ot e e  su e that a  asis exists at all, as opposed to mere basis 

risk. Basis uncertainty is an unknowable basis risk, which is much more damaging to species development 

than the occasional bout of severe basis risk. 

[Long parenthetical: understanding the distinction between risk and uncertainty is crucial in every aspect 

of life. A risky decision is when you have a pretty good sense of the odds and the pay-offs. It lends itself 

to statistical analysis and econometrics, pa ti ula l  if it’s a de isio  ou ill ha e the oppo tu it  to ake 
multiple times. A  u e tai  de isio  is he  ou do ’t ha e a good se se of odds and pay-offs. Here, 

statistical analysis may very well kill ou, pa ti ula l  if ou’ e ot goi g to get a  a ks at the ga e, 
o  if ou do ’t k o  ho  a  ti es ou’ll get to ake a hoi e. You eed ga e theo  to ake se se 
of decisions made under uncertainty.] 

Basis uncertainty is the core problem facing every investor today.  

It’s ot just that e e du e la ge asis isks here in the Hollow Market, unmanageable for many. It’s ot 
just that all of ou  old sig posts a d oo i gs fo  a igati g a kets a e ’t o ki g e  ell. It’s not just 

difficult to identify predictive/derivative patterns i  toda ’s a kets. There is a non-trivial chance that 

structural changes in our social worlds of politics and markets have made it impossible to identify 

predictive/derivative patterns. THI“ is asis u e tai t , a d it’s as p o le ati  fo  hu a s facing 

a kets that do ’t ake se se as it is for bees fa i g eathe  patte s that do ’t ake se se. 

Well, that’s just crazy talk, Ben. What do you mean that it might be impossible to identify 

p edi ti e/de i ati e patte s? What do ou ea  that asis ight ot e ist at all? Of ou se the e’s a 
pattern to markets and everything else. Of course spring follows winter.  

Nope. This is the Three-Body Problem. 

Or rather, the Three-Body Problem is a famous example of a system which has no derivative pattern with 

any predictive power, no applicable algorithm that a human (or a bee) could discover to adapt successfully 

a d tu  asis u e tai t  i to asis isk. I  the li go, the e is o ge e al losed-fo  solutio  to the 
Three-Body Problem. It’s also the title of the est s ie e fi tio  ook I’ e ead i  the past  ea s,  
Cixin Liu. Truly a masterpiece. Life and perspective-changing, in fact, both in its depiction of China and its 

depiction of the game theory of civilization.)  

http://www.epsilontheory.com/hollow-men-hollow-markets-hollow-world/
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What is the p o le ? I agi e th ee assi e o je ts i  spa e … sta s, pla ets, so ethi g like that. 
The ’ e i  the sa e s ste , ea i g that the  a ’t e ti el  es ape 
ea h othe ’s g a itatio al pull. You k o  the positio , ass, speed, a d 
direction of travel for each of the objects. You know how gravity works, 

so you know precisely how each object is acting on the other two 

objects. Now predict for me, using a formula, where the objects will be 

at some point in the future. 

A s e : ou a ’t. I  , He i Poincaré proved that the motion of 

the three objects, with the exception of a few special starting cases, is 

non-repeating. This is a chaotic system, meaning that the historical 

pattern of object positions has ZERO predictive power in figuring out 

where these objects will be in the future. There is no algorithm that a 

human can possibly discover to solve this problem. It does not exist.  

Geometry is not true, it is advantageous. 

― Henri Poincaré (1854 – 1912) 

To visualize the Three-Body Problem, he e’s a si ulatio  of the orbits of green, blue, and red objects with 

random starting conditions, each exerting a gravitational pull on the others. What Poincaré proved is that 

there is no formula where you can plug in the initial information and get the right answer for where any 

of the objects will be at any future point in time. No human can predict the future of this system. 

But a computer can. Not by using an algorithm, which is how biological brains — human and bee alike — 

evolved to make sense of the world, but by brute force calculations. Remember, you know everything 

about these three o je ts … o e of the ph si s he e is a ste . If ou a  do the al ulatio  ui kl  
enough, you can compute where all three objects will be one second from now. And one second from 

then. And one second from then. And so on and so on. With enough processing power (and this can 

require a LOT of processing power) you can calculate where the three objects will be 100 years from now, 

even though it is impossible to solve for this outcome.  

It’s a ha d o ept to ap you  head a ou d, this diffe e e et ee  calculating the future and 

predicting the future, but it will change the way you see the world. And your place in it. 
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No  he e’s a  o se atio  that I a ’t e phasize st o gl  e ough, although I’ll t : 

THIS IS NOT HOW WE ARE USING COMPUTERS IN OUR INVESTING STRATEGIES TODAY 

The way that computers can calculate an answer to the Three-Body Problem is straightforward — they 

can be programmed with the physics rules for how one object influences another object, so they can 

simulate where each object will go next. There is ZERO examination of where the objects have been in the 

past. This is entirely forward looking.  

The way that computers can NOT calculate an answer to the Three-Body Problem is by examining the 

historical data of where the objects have been. I  a haoti  s ste , it does ’t atte  ho  ha d o  ho  
fast or how deeply you look at the historical data. There is NO predictive pattern, NO secret algorithm 

hiding in the data. A d et this is e a tl  hat e all ha e ou  o pute s doi g … e a i i g histo i al 
data to look fo  patte s that ill gi e us the agi  algo ith  fo  p edi ti g hat’s e t! The only thing 

that the past gives you in a chaotic system is inertia, which can look like a pattern or an algorithm for some 

period of time, depending on how all the o je ts a e alig ed. But it’s a i age. It ill ot last. Examining 

the past of a chaotic system can give you lots of little answers, like sparks off a bonfire, none lasting more 

than a fe  se o ds. A d e tai l  if ou’ e effi ie t ith ou  i e tia-identifying spark-capturing effort, 

you can make some money using computers this way. But this examination of the past through naïve 

induction will never give you The Answer. Because The Answer does not exist in the past. The Answer — 

hi h is a othe  o d fo  algo ith , hi h is a othe  o d fo  ge e al losed-end solutio  — does ’t 
exist at all in a chaotic Three-Body System. 

But we can approximate The Answer. We can calculate the future in small computational chunks even if 

e a ’t predict the future in one big algorithmic swoop, but only if we can program the computer with 

the ph si s  of ho  g a it  o ks i  so ial s ste s like a kets. What’s ou  financial world equivalent 

of a theo y of g a ity? I thi k it’s a theo y of a ati e. This, to me, is a more interesting research program 

than identifying small inertias or capturing brief sparks. But it’s ot he e ou  o puti g resources are 

being allocated, because the e’s o o e  i  it. Yet. 

Exploring a theory of narrative, hat I’ e alled the Na ati e Ma hi e, is basic research. Like all basic 

esea h, it’s not immediately remunerative and thus is diffi ult to fu d. But that’s ot the iggest 
obstacle. No, the biggest obstacle to basic research in computational finance is that humans are hard-

wired to look fo  algo ith s a d ha e a eall  ha d ti e i agi i g that it’s e e  possible to pursue a non-

anthropomorphic (how about that for a $10 word) esea h desig  that does ’t pore through historical 

data looking for predictive algorithms at every turn. We a ’t help ou sel es! 

What if I told you that algorithms and derivatives are as much at the heart of how humans prepare for 

their financial future as they are for bees preparing for their seasonal future? What if I told you that the 

dominant strategies for human discretionary investing are, without exception, algorithms and 

derivatives? And what if I told you that these algorithms and derivatives were perhaps e ol ed  u de  a 
e ig  o figu atio  of the Th ee-Body Problem that not only might never repeat, but in fact is certain 

to never repeat because it is a chaotic system?  

  

http://www.epsilontheory.com/the-narrative-machine/
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I’ll gi e ou t o e a ples of i flue tial i est e t algo ith s/derivatives. There are many more. 

GOOD COMPANIES => GOOD STOCKS 

GOOD COUNTRIES => GOOD GOVERNMENT BONDS 

These are the central tenets of stock-picking and sovereign bond-picking, respectively. In both cases, 

goodness (like beauty) is in the eye of the beholder, so I’  ot sa i g that the e is so e si gle sta da d 
fo  hat akes a good  o pa  o  hat akes a good  set of a oe o o i  poli ies. What I’m 

saying is that everyone reading this note (including me!) believes that there is a direct relationship 

between the quality of a company or an economy (however you define quality) and the future price of 

whatever stocks or bonds are connected to that company or economy. What I’  sa i g is that e e o e 
reading this note believes that tracking the measurable quality of a company or an economy (the 

derivative) according to some standardized and repeatable process (the algorithm) will, over time, have a 

predictive correlation with the future price of the related stock and bond securities (the underlying).  

What sto ks do e a t to o ? Wh , the sto ks of high ualit  o pa ies, of ou se … o pa ies ith 
stellar management teams, fortress balance sheets, and wonderful products or services that everyone 

wants to buy. Ditto for government bonds and currencies and broad market indices and the like. Maybe 

it will take some time for this faith in Quality to pa  off, ut e all elie e that it WILL pa  off. It’s o l  
natural, right? As natural as spring following winter. As natural as flowers blooming in May and snow 

falling in December. Maybe the flowers will bloom a few weeks late and maybe the snows will fall a few 

eeks ea l , ut that’s just basis risk, and we can manage for that. 

But hat if spri g does ’t follo  i ter anymore?  

Look, I’  ot aski g us to abandon our faith in 

Quality. One of the key corrolaries of the Three-

Body Problem is that e do ’t ha e to reject our 

belief that Objects 1 and 2 exist. We do ’t ha e 
to deny our faith that the Quality-of-Companies 

is an actual thing and that it has a big gravitational 

pull on the price of stocks. We do ’t ha e to deny 

our faith that the Quality-of-Governments is an 

actual thing and that it has a big gravitational pull 

on the price of government bonds. 

What we have to accept is that there is an Object 

3 that has moved into a position such that its 

gravity absolutely swamps the impact of Objects 

1 and 2. This Object 3, of course, is extraordinary 

monetary policy, specifically the purchase of $20 

TRILLION worth of financial assets by the Big 4 

central banks — the Fed, the ECB, the BOJ, and 

the PBOC.  

Source: Bloomberg LP, as of 12/19/17. For illustrative purposes only. 
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$20 trillion is a lot of mass. $20 trillion is a lot of gravity. 

He e’s the i pa t of all that g a it  o  the Qualit -of-Companies derivative investment strategy.  

The green line below is the S&P 500 index. The white line below is a Quality Index sponsored by Deutsche 

Bank. They look at 1,000 global large cap companies and evaluate them for return on equity, return on 

invested capital, a d a ou ti g a uals … ua tifia le p o ies fo  the ost o o  a s that i esto s 
think about quality. Because the goal is to isolate the Quality factor, the index is long in equal amounts 

the top 20% of measured companies and short the bottom 20% (so market neutral), and has equal 

amounts invested long and short in the component sectors of the market (so sector neutral). The chart 

begins on March 9, 2009, when the Fed launched its first QE program. 

S&P 500 vs. Market Neutral Quality Index (% return) 

Source: Bloomberg LP, as of 12/19/17. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of how the index will perform in the 

future. Index returns do not reflect deductions for fees, expenses or taxes. The index is unmanaged and is not available for direct investment. 

Over the past eight and a half years, Quality has been absolutely useless as an investment derivative. 

You’ e ade a g a d total of ot uite 3% o  you  i est e t, hile the S&P 5  is up al ost 3 %.  

This is not a typo.  

Have the Quality stocks in your portfolio gone up over the past eight and a half years? “u e, ut it’s ot 
because of the Quality- ess of the o pa ies. It’s e ause ALL sto ks ha e go e up ever since Object 3, 

the balance sheets of central banks, started exerting its massive gravity on everything BUT Quality. That’s 
ot a  a ide t,  the a . Ce t al a ks do ’t a e a out e a di g good  o pa ies. I  fa t, if the  
a e a out a thi g o  this di e sio , the  a e a out keepi g ad  o pa ies f om going under. 

This is what it looks like when spring does not follow winter.  
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A d he e’s the i pa t of all that g a it  o  the Qualit -of-Countries derivative investment strategy. 

The gold li e elo  is the sp ead diffe e e  et ee  Po tugal’s -year bond yield and the U.S. 10-year 

note yield, and the blue line is the spread between Ital ’s 10-year bond yield and the U.S. equivalent. In 

o al  ti es, a ou t  ith a eake  set of macroeconomic characteristics (high levels of national 

debt, say, or maybe low productivity) will have to offer investors a higher rate of interest to borrow their 

money than a country with a stronger set of macroeconomic characteristics. So in the summer of 2012, 

when Portugal and Italy were both looking like deadbeat countries, they had to pay investors a much 

highe  ate of i te est tha  the U.“. did to att a t the i est e t … a out % o e this is pe  ea , i d 
you) for Portugal and 4% more for Italy. Those are enormous spreads in the world of sovereign debt!  

This chart begins in the summer of 2012, when the ECB announced its intentions to prop up the European 

sovereign debt market directly. Since that announcement — even though both Portugal and Italy have 

higher debt-to-GDP ratios today than in 2012 — the spread versus U.S. interest rates has done nothing 

ut de li e. D i e   the o it e t of the ECB to do hate e  it takes  a d to be not only a last-

resort buyer but also a first-in-line buyer of Portuguese and Italian debt, it now costs LESS for these 

countries to borrow money for 10 years than the U.S.  

Difference in 10-Yr Yields: Portugal vs. U.S. (gold) and Italy vs. U.S. (blue) 

 
Source: Bloomberg LP, as of 12/19/17. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

This is uts. It’s a  u de sta da le uts he  ou o side  that the Ge a  -year bond yield is 

currently about 30 basis points, and was actually negative (meaning that you had to pay the German 

government for the privilege of lending them money for the next 10 years) for about six months in 2016. 

Mea i g that at least ith Italia  a d Po tuguese de t ou’ e ei g paid so ethi g a little less tha  % 
per year). It’s a  u de sta da le uts when you consider that the Swiss 10-year bond still sports a 

negative interest rate and has been negative for the past two and a half years. The e’s a out $  t illio  
worth of negative yielding sovereign bonds out there today, something that is IMPOSSIBLE under a 

[good country => good bond] derivative algorithm. No country is that good! But it’s e ti el  possi le 
under the immense gravitational force of massive central bank asset purchases. 
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He e’s the ki ke . Belo  is the sp ead et ee  G eek -year sovereign bonds and U.S. 10-year notes. In 

2012 you were paid 24% more to lend money to Greece. Per year! Today you are paid less than 2% more 

to lend money to Greece rather than the United States. For ten years. To Greece. 

Difference in 10-Yr Yields: Greece vs. U.S. 

 
Source: Bloomberg LP, as of 12/19/17. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

Agai , I’  ot sa i g that the Quality derivative does ’t e ist as a eal thi g o  that it is ’t a  important 

factor in the history of successful stock-picking or bond-picking. What I’  sayi g is that the Quality 

derivative has ’t atte ed fo  eight a d a half yea s with stocks and five years with sovereign debt. 

What I’  sa i g is that it ight ot atte  fo  a othe  eight  ea s. O  it ight atte  agai  i  eight 

months. A Three-Body System is a chaotic system. As the boilerplate says, past performance is not a 

guarantee of future results. In fact, the only thing I can promise you is that past performance will NEVER 

give you a predictive algorithm for future results in a chaotic system. 

This is basis uncertainty. This is the biggest concern that every investor should have, that the signals 

(derivatives) and processes (algorithms) that we ALL use to make sense of the investing world are no 

longer connected to security prices.  

… Oka , Be , ou’ e e hausted e. It’s a weird a d stra ge a  of looki g at the orld, but let’s go ith 
it for a mi ute. What’s the pa -off here? What do we DO in a chaotic system? What does that even mean, 

to say that we are investors in a chaotic system? 

Four suggestions. 

First, I think we should adopt a philosophy of hat I’ e alled profound agnosticism when it comes to 

i esti g, he e e do ’t just e a e the otio  that o o e has a stal all i  this s ste , ut e 
actually get kinda annoyed with those who insist they do. I think that risk balancing strategies make a 

ton of sense in a chaotic system, so that we think first about budgeting our risk agnostically across 

geographies and asset classes and sectors, and secondarily think about budgeting our dollars.  

Second, and relatedly, I think we should adopt a classic game theory strategy for dealing with uncertain 

systems — minimax regret. The idea is simple, but the implications profound: instead of seeking to 

http://www.epsilontheory.com/dont-fear-the-reaper/
http://www.epsilontheory.com/why-take-a-chance/
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maximize returns, we seek to minimize our maximum regret. Keep in mind that our maximum regret 

may not be ruinous loss! I know plenty of people whose maximum regret is not keeping up with the 

Jo eses. I  fa t, f o  a usi ess odel pe spe ti e, that’s o e o o  tha  ot. O  if ou’ e ought 
i to Bit oi  o th of $ 5,  pe  oi , I thi k ou k o  hat I’  talki g a out, too. The poi t ei g that 
we need to be painfully honest with ourselves about our sources of regret and target our investments 

accordingly. If we can be this honest with ourselves, it’s a VERY po e ful st ategy. 

Third, I think we should reconsider our approach to computer-directed investment strategies. Using 

computers in an anthropomorphic way, where we treat them like a smarter, faster human, set loose in 

a vast field of historical data to sea h fo  patte s a d algo ith s … it’s a s ipe hu t. Or at least I think 

e’ e s ueezed just about all the juice out of this inductive o a ge that e’ e likel  to get. With the 
massive processing power at our fingertips today, not to mention the orders-of-magnitude-greater 

processing power that quantum computing ill i g to ea  i  the futu e, the e’s u h igge  ga e 
afoot with computational approaches that take a more deductive, forward-looking strategy. 

Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, I think e eed to a ept that e’ e never going to fully 

understand the reality of a chaotic system, but that it’s e e  ee  o e i po ta t to try. The brains of 

both bees and humans are hard-wired for algorithms. Both species see patterns even when patter s do ’t 
exist, and both species tend to do poorly in environments where derivative signals are plagued by basis 

uncertainty rather than mere basis risk. Every bee in the world will follow its hard-wired algorithms even 

unto death. And most humans will, too. But humans have the capacity to think beyond their biological 

and cultural programming … if they o k at it.  

Whe e do e lose good people? Whe  the  o i e the sel es that the ’ e found The Answer — either 

in the form of a charismatic person or, more dangerously still, a charismatic idea — in a chaotic system 

where no Answer exists. A chaotic system like markets, yes, but also a chaotic system like politics.  

The Answer is, by nature, totalita ia . Wh ? Be ause it’s a ge e al losed-fo  solutio . That’s the 
te h i al defi itio  of The A s e , a d that’s the p a ti al defi itio  of totalita ia  thought. We’ e ha d-

wired to want the all-e o passi g algo ith , hi h is h  it’s so difficult to resist. But if we care about 

liberty. If we care about justice. If we care about liberty and justice for all … e ha e to esist The A s e . 

Because we’ve lost enough good people. 

As wise as se pe ts, as ha less as do es … 
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DISCLOSURES 

This commentary is being provided to you by individual personnel of Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates ( Salient ) and is 
provided as general information only and should not be taken as investment advice. The opinions expressed in these materials 

represent the personal views of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the opinions of Salient. It is not investment 

research or a research recommendation, as it does not constitute substantive research or analysis. Any action that you take as 

a result of information contained in this document is ultimately your responsibility. Salient will not accept liability for any loss or 

damage, including without limitation to any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such 

information. Consult your investment advisor before making any investment decisions. It must be noted, that no one can 

accurately predict the future of the market with certainty or guarantee future investment performance. Past performance is 

not a guarantee of future results. 

Salient is not responsible for any third-party content that may be accessed through this web site. The distribution or 

photocopying of Salient information contained on or downloaded from this site is strictly prohibited without the express 

written consent of Salient. 

Statements in this communication are forward-looking statements. 

The forward-looking statements and other views expressed herein are as of the date of this publication. Actual future results 

or occurrences may differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements, and there is no guarantee 

that any predictions will come to pass. The views expressed herein are subject to change at any time, due to numerous market 

and other factors. Salient disclaims any obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or views 

expressed herein. 

This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Any offering or solicitation will be 

made only to eligible investors and pursuant to any applicable Private Placement Memorandum and other governing 

documents, all of which must be read in their entirety. 

Salient commentary has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons 

who receive it. Salient recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and 

encourage investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will 

depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. 

Epsilon Theory commentary is a copyright of Salient Partners, L.P., all rights reserved. All commentary published before 

December 9, 2013 was prior to Epsilon Theory author W. Ben Hunt’s affiliation with Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates and does 
not reflect the opinions of Salient. 


